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TAPERED SECTION RETAINING RINGS / CIRCLIPS  |   CONSTANT SECTION RETAINING RINGS 

SPIRAL RETAINING RINGS  |   WAVE SPRINGS   |    SELF-COMPENSATING HOSE CLAMPS

Application Driven Solutions
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OUR PRODUCT OFFERINGS

Application Driven.

Engineering 
Minded.

Working For You.

YOUR APPLICATION, YOUR 
SOLUTION, WE MAKE THEM ALL

When we say we’re a one-stop-shop, you can 
believe it. Explore the products that make a 
difference for your project, small components 
that play a big role.

EVERY RING, EVERY STYLE,   
ONE MANUFACTURER

The only manufacturer of every style of 
retaining ring (spiral, tapered section,
constant section).

WAVE SPRING STYLES

HOSE CLAMP STYLES

Our self-compensating hose clamps 
eliminate manual adjustments and
enable efficient installation.

Our Product
Line Card

YOUR PRODUCTS.                  
OUR PASSION.

Rotor Clip is your comprehensive 
manufacturer and supplier of standard 
and custom retaining rings, wave springs, 
and hose clamps.

Your customers demand quality, you 
demand consistency from all your parts, 
even the ones end users never think 
about. That’s where Rotor Clip comes in. 
We are committed to producing products 
you can count on.

With over 20,000 standard parts and 
custom capabilities, we specialize in 
engineering the right part, for the right 
application every time, whether it is a 
standard or custom. At Rotor Clip, we are 
focused on providing Application Driven 
Solutions®.  

Our team of engineers works with you to 
determine the best product, material, and 
finish for your application.

TM

TM

Whether you are looking to reduce space, take up tolerances or provide a preload, 
our wave springs are offered in single-turn and multi-turn configurations.



Engineering

Raw Material

Rolling Mill

Stamping

Wire Coiling
Heat  

Treatment

Finishing  
Operations

Quality Lab

Packaging

End Product

PROTOTYPE TO PRODUCTION 

Our goal at Rotor Clip is to continuously 
produce and deliver high quality, precision 
parts with tight tolerances that our 
customers can count on. In order to meet 
this goal, Rotor Clip has taken every critical 
production step and support process 
in-house. 

This total vertical integration allows for a 
high level of quality control, process 
optimization, and innovation in the 
manufacture of retaining rings, wave 
springs, and hose clamps. 

Additionally, this level of integration improves 
lead time management and provides us with 
flexibility to quickly react to changing market 
demands, as we are not dependent on the 
capacity of other 3rd party companies.

VERTICAL  
INTEGRATION



QUALITY CONTROL
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT, CERTIFICATION 
AND STRINGENT IN-HOUSE TESTING

With a strong commitment to manufacturing the highest quality parts, 
Rotor Clip has earned the trust of customers throughout our long history. 
We back our reputation with certifications including ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
IATF 16949, AS9100 and ISO 13485. These internationally recognized 
systems set very strict standards for manufacturers, emphasizing 
well-documented processes, continual improvement, and customer 
satisfaction.

Stringent testing, continuous improvements and a strict focus on the 
customer are all fundamental to Rotor Clip’s Quality Policy, which 
demonstrates our commitment to providing our customers with a quality 
product 100% on time.

Manufacturing quality products, meeting and exceeding customer 
delivery expectations and continuously focusing on process 
improvements drives everything we do.

On-site clean room with state of 
the art metallurgical inspection 
technology.

Dedicated quality engineering team 
to ensure customer requirements.

Ultrasonic parts washing capable of 
meeting cleanliness requirements.

Tensile and wire testing ensure raw 
material standards.
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ENGINEERING 
SUPPORT

CREATING APPLICATION DRIVEN 
SOLUTIONS

Small parts make a big difference. Rotor Clip has a 
dedicated group of experts ready to assist in solving 
your most complex ring and spring challenges.

Our engineers are industry experts, working 
hand-in-hand with your team to specify the right part 
for your application. Our team is available to guide 
you to the right part, whether that is a standard or 
custom retaining rings, wave springs, or hose clamps.

Design help. Alloy selection. Assembly and 
installation support. We’re with you every step of 
the way. Wherever you are globally, our engineering 
experts are nearby.

More Than Parts. 

A True Partnership.



SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR INDUSTRY
AT ROTOR CLIP,  WE’VE 
BEEN WORKING IN YOUR 
INDUSTRY FOR DECADES

When it comes to vital components, 
you want a partner who understands 
your needs. You want someone who 
can find the solution you need — and 
can create one if it doesn’t exist.

Although we have over 20,000 
standards, we specialize in designing 
application specific solutions to ensure 
the part works exactly as you need it 
to.

• ENGINEERING EXPERTISE

• CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

• A ONE-STOP-SHOP MODEL

• INDUSTRY FOCUSED QUALITY 
CERTIFICATION

• EXOTIC ALLOY AVAILABILITY

AEROSPACE AGRICULTURE

AUTOMOTIVE DEFENSE

DISTRIBUTION ENERGY

INDUSTRIAL

MANUFACTURED GOODS

OFF-HIGHWAY

MEDICAL

View our 
capabilities

video
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APPLIANCES



GLOBALLY PRODUCED, LOCALLY 
SHIPPED. HERE FOR YOU.

With manufacturing in the US and Europe, and engineering, customer 
service, technical sales and warehouses positioned around the world, 
Rotor Clip is positioned to serve you wherever you are.

World Headquarters Somerset, NJ USA
Manufacturing, Sales, & Engineering

+1 732.469.7333  •  info@rotorclip.com

United Kingdom
Sales & Engineering

+44 (0) 114 247 339  •  uk@rotorclip.com

Czech Republic 
Manufacturing, Sales, & Engineering

+420 416 863 168  •  rotorclipcz@rotorclip.com

Germany
Sales & Engineering

+49 (0) 6126 22736 0  •  germany@rotorclip.com

China
Sales & Engineering

+86 21 31155558  •  china@rotorclip.com

Ft. Worth, TX USA
Sales & Warehousing

+1 732.469.7333  • info@rotorclip.com

Our US business headquarters and manufacturing facility operates as the central hub 
for our operations. Here, we manage every aspect in-house, from design to material 
processing and final production.

Made in the EU, for the EU market and beyond. From stamping to coiling, with a 
specialization in large diameter rings this facility manufactures rings and springs with 
added part cleaning, prototyping and small volumes capabilities.

This European hub strategically stocks a comprehensive inventory of our parts, 
supported by customer service and in-house engineering. Serving not just the UK 
market, the warehouse extends our support to the EU market and beyond.

Our global distribution and logistics hub bolsters our stocking capacity, ensuring our 
vast array of parts are readily available to serve our customers.

Local sales and engineering elevates success in the dynamic European market offering 
sales support, sales engineering and field engineering.

This warehouse and sales facility establishes a direct link to our products in the Chinese 
marketplace, we can meet the precise requirements of our customers and the evolving 
demands of the Chinese market.

Explore
our

Locations
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